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Unknowingly kidnapped, memory-wiped Seth is taken to Phantom
Island, the gateway of the Under Realm where Ronodin uses his
advantage to develop Seth’s darker powers. Sneaking inside
Blackwell Keep, the pair unleashes the evil undead onto the
residents so Kendra and her companions can escape. In the
Under Realm, Seth searches for answers to his past from the
prisoner Bracken. Bracken desperately explains Seth’s past and
Ronodin’s true nature, but their interview is cut short. Meanwhile,
with Wyrmroost fallen, Kendra hopes to restore the Sunset Pearl,
the Crescent Lagoon’s protective power, as all paths are leading
her to find Seth. But even when she uses the powerful protection
of the Fairy Queen’s crown, she is unsuccessful at saving Seth,
because he is on his own mission to get his memories back.
In Mull’s third installment of his Dragonwatch series, fans will
be taken on a wild ride to tropical islands, evil underworlds,
and enchanted seas. While this is a grand adventure with the
characters intent upon stopping dragons from ruling the world,
there is a deeper side to the story. Mull explores the emotional
wars a volatile Seth is fighting inside himself. With his memories
gone and duped by Ronodin into thinking they are brothers
fighting against Kendra’s tyranny, he has no choice but to believe
Ronodin as they wreak havoc on Wyrmroost. As time goes by,
Seth begins to see Ronodin’s true character through his lies and
he finds he is mentally and emotionally wounded from the verbal
and emotional abuse he has been dealt. Ultimately, he must find
a way to heal from those wounds and atone for the evil choices
he unknowingly made.
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